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According to a research, the color one prefers always represents his or her characters and feelings.
So psychologist Doctor Peter Gospel thought that one can guess othersâ€™ psychologies especially
girlâ€™s by looking at his or her clothing.

Study shows that People who pay much attention on the color of dress and the complex dresses are
realistic and confident, but also are fond of governing others and vanity. Their emotion is impetuous.
In contrast, people who tend to light color and simple dress are always introverts. They live a plain
life and own a peaceful temper. However, at the same time, they lack confidence at most time and
like to rely on others. Then if you want to show your identity perfectly, the color of your prom dress
should suit your character.

Red prom dress is known as a young type with plentiful dusts. Women who wear the red one are
always feel dissatisfy in life. They are full of risky spirits and follow the fashion. Their tempers are
uncertain. If you have an outgoing character and want to show yourself, this one is the best. I
believe in this prom dress, you can attract boysâ€™ eyes to your heartâ€™s content.

People who wear green prom dress are thought to be preserving and realistic mother style. In life,
they are content with things as they are, cautious in actions and hard working. But they fear to take
risks and pull ahead. Their introversive character makes them shy on expressing their true feelings
and always control their desires. In emotional life, they belong to the passive part. So if you want to
display the image of a quiet and modest maiden, then a green prom dress is a good choice.

Besides, white gives people the signal that you are sacred and canâ€™t be conversant and you are too
far to reach. In most time, purple sends the message that you are romantic and noble. Those
gentlemen may be crush on you. Girls who are naÃ¯ve and innocent inside probably will choose
yellow. Itâ€™s a bright color which brings people a feeling of brisk and vivacious. The color blue is one
of my favorite colors which convey that you are sincere and pure-hearted. Being full of fantasies is
the colorâ€™s major identity. The last color I will introduce is black. Itâ€™s the name of mystery. People
wearing this color are the ones always control their feelings to be exposed but they desire to be
protected and loved by others especially their lovers.

All in all, one may like many colors. So itâ€™s too rash to judge oneâ€™s character just by the color of the
prom dress of one guy. But the color can guide you to know a strange man quickly and make friends
with people who have similarities with you if he or she wears the same color.
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Annabel - About Author:
Want to see more information? Please check a prom dress, a green dress and a blue dress.
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